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Good News

60 31 - 51% of the
total

New Hires
New Hires
sourced by

HCs
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$4,347,237
BEST Quarter

(so far) 

78% Growth 

Q1 NAP

33 Transparent QS
earners, 17 were
sourced by HC's.

(51%)

QS
Earners



Good News

39 Winners
21 Sales
Professionals
6 Agency Builders
Dillon Buck &
Nichole Rieck
earned both

Q1 Trip  I DARE
YOU
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UP 20% after
having their best
year (so far).

FHD
Growth



Be A Part Of A RecordBe A Part Of A Record
Breaking YearBreaking Year  



How & Why Set Goals 

The 13% that had written
goals, but no plan made
twice as much as the 84%
with no goals. 
The 3% with written goals
and a plan were making
10Xs more than the rest.  
If you want to hit your goals
in life, write them down &
make a concrete plan.

Results
84% of the entire class had set no goals at
all
13% of the class had set written goals but
had no concrete plans
3% of the class had both written goals
and concrete plans 

Harvard Business Study



How To Set Goals & Where To
Track Them. 

We can plan out our weeks
in the Transparent Legacy
Stats Site. 

Track your stats over time
with the reports feature.
Examples to follow.  



Examples: the more information tracked, the better. 

Here we can only tell how many dials it takes for them to send one link or how
many links sent to schedule a second/final interview.  



Now we can see how many links need to be sent for one questionnaire to be
received.  



Now, we can see how many questionnaires need to be received, how many
second/final interviews need to be run in order for their to be ONE hire. 



And you can track your progress... this person went from 4.7 to 2.5 links sent
to recieve one questionnaire. 



Get excited
about hitting
goals  

Daily Goal Cards
Incentives - email ideas. 
Voxer - share good news
ONLY. A place to lift each
other up. 
Quarterly Bonuses


